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Mac OS X Leopard Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Mac users have always been a loyal group, and for good reasons. Since Apple first started producing Macintosh computers in the 1980s, they’ve placed an emphasis on quality, ease-of-use, and stability. Modern Macs running the latest OS X operating system are among the most powerful and dependable personal computers you can buy, and...
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Microsoft Office Publisher 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Welcome to Microsoft Publisher 2007 For Dummies. If you’ve never used desktop publishing software and really aren’t much interested in becoming an expert at it, congratulations! The book you hold in your hands is an excellent choice: It can help you complete your current project quickly — and with the least effort possible....
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eBay Bargain Shopping for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Shop whenever you want, save money, and protect your privacy    

What you need to know to find a treasure, bid in an auction – even buy a timeshare    

You can buy everything from beanies to Buicks on eBay – if you know how and where to look. So grab this book before you bid! The leading eBay maven tells you where to...
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iPhone For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Play podcasts, music, videos, and photo slideshows
   Customize your iPhone, fill it with cool stuff, even use it to manage your life   

   With Apple's iPhone, you have the world virtually in your pocket. But because it does so much, there's much to know about using it! This full-color guide shows you...
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Algebra II For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
Besides being an important area of math for everyday use, algebra is a passport to studying subjects like calculus, trigonometry, number theory, and geometry, just to name a few. To understand algebra is to possess the power to grow your skills and knowledge so you can ace your courses and possibly pursue further study in math.
   Algebra...
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Excel Best Practices for Business: Covers Excel 2003, 2002, and 2000For Dummies, 2003
Everything you need to know about    

	Implementing the new XML features in Spreadsheet Portals and Web Services
	Auditing spreadsheets provided by third parties
	Making spreadsheets accessible to individuals with disabilities
	Performing spreadsheet makeovers
	Constructing...
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Mac OS X Panther Timesaving Techniques for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Optimize your Dock, improve application performance, and maximize multimedia    

Over 60 techniques that help you save time by...    

	Customizing your Mac for the way you work
	Organizing your digital pictures with iPhoto™
	Backing up files with rsync and .mac
	Searching the...
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Excel 2007 Dashboards & Reports For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Create dashboards that communicate and get noticed
   Use pivot tables and form controls to build reports that mean something   

   What's the use of putting out reports that no one bothers to read? Properly created dashboards are graphical representations that put data in a context for your audience,...
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ASP.NET 3.5 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
ASP.NET 3.5 For Dummies is an all new version of the popular title that makes it easy for beginners to create dynamic, data-driven Web applications on the Microsoft platform. Wherever possible the book minimizes the amount of code you write by harnessing powerful design-time tools built into Visual Web Developer 2008 and its free version,...
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Computer Viruses For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Build up your defenses against online germ warfare    

Discover how viruses work and how to outsmart the cyber-thugs who create them    

Viruses, worms, and Trojan horses create a serious health problem for your PC, but this handy little book has the antidote! It’ll help you exterminate those nasty bugs and protect your...
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Ubuntu Linux For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
What has made Ubuntu the most popular Linux distribution in recent years? It's the emphasis on ease of installation and use. It gets even easier when paired with Ubuntu Linux For Dummies. This friendly reference shows you how to run Ubuntu directly from CD-ROM and install it on a PC as a personal workstation and network server....
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Home Networking For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Integrate a Vista PC into your existing XP network   

   

   Share the Internet and work more efficiently from anywhere in your home!   

   Ready to become the administrator of your own home network? This bestselling guide has been fully updated to walk you through all the newest options...
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